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Reminder of  context 

•  One goal of  this workshop: “identify and develop 
small-scale ideas to occur concurrently with DESI 
and LSST that would enhance dark energy science” 
•  White paper in Dec 2017 / Jan 2018 

•  Small-scale ideas were put into 3 categories: 
•  Technology development 

•  New observational windows 

•  Theory, analysis, computing (includes cross-correlation 
analyses) 
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Original abstracts in “new 
observational windows” 

•  Joint pixel analysis (LSST/WFIRST/Euclid) 

•  Coordinated observing and joint SN effort 
•  E.g., LSST searches, WFIRST follows up 

•  Coordinated ground/space photo-z calibration 
•  How can space-based NIR spectroscopy improve photo-z 

training and calibration for LSST? 

•  Spectroscopy on Subaru (PFS) 

•  Low-resolution spectroscopy (or narrow-band imaging) to 
improve photo-z 
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Survey synergy is a 
common theme 

From WFIRST-AFTA SDT report 
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Joint pixel analysis: 
LSST/WFIRST/Euclid ,
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2 Rhodes et al.

ABSTRACT

Euclid and the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) are poised to dramatically change the astronomy landscape
early in the next decade. The combination of high cadence, deep, wide-field optical photometry from LSST with high
resolution, wide-field optical photometry and near-infrared photometry and spectroscopy from Euclid will be powerful
for addressing a wide range of astrophysical questions. We explore Euclid/LSST synergy, ignoring the political issues
associated with data access to focus on the scientific, technical, and financial benefits of coordination. We focus
primarily on dark energy cosmology, but also discuss galaxy evolution, transient objects, solar system science, and
galaxy cluster studies. We concentrate on synergies that require coordination in cadence or survey overlap, or would
benefit from pixel-level co-processing that is beyond the scope of what is currently planned, rather than scientific
programs that could be accomplished only at the catalog level without coordination in data processing or survey
strategies. We provide two quantitative examples of scientific synergies: the decrease in photo-z errors (benefitting
many science cases) when high resolution Euclid data are used for LSST photo-z determination, and the resulting
increase in weak lensing signal-to-noise ratio from smaller photo-z errors. We briefly discuss other areas of coordination,
including high performance computing resources and calibration data. Finally, we address concerns about the loss of
independence and potential cross-checks between the two missions and potential consequences of not collaborating.

Keywords: surveys, cosmology

1710.08489, accepted to ApJS, further explores topics raised in 
white paper led by Jain & Spergel 
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Joint pixel analysis: 
LSST/WFIRST/Euclid 

1710.08489, accepted to ApJS, further explores topics raised in 
white paper led by Jain & Spergel 

18 Rhodes et al.

Figure 4. Top: A comparison of simulated photo-z vs spec-z performance for LSST and LSST+Euclid using the methodology
described in Stickley et al. (2016). Clear improvement in the performance can be seen. Bottom: The �NMAD defined as
1.48⇥median(|�z|/(1 + zspec)) and outlier fraction (defined as fraction of objects with |�z|/(1 + zspec) < 0.15) in redshift bins
of 0.2 are shown for the simulation. Both the dispersion and outlier fraction improve by a factor of ⇠ 2 between 1.5 < z < 3.

estimates, then a comparison of the inferred survey mass
density should agree in the absence of relative shear cal-
ibration biases. Amon et al. (2017) o↵er a recent exam-
ple of this type of comparison using KiDS i and r band
data with very di↵erent depths. All such comparisons
should be done at the level of inferred shears (or inferred
surface mass densities), not per-object galaxy shapes.
Per-galaxy shapes measured using di↵erent algorithms
should not necessarily agree depending on di↵erences in
weighting schemes and resolution of the imaging data,
so comparison must be done using the quantity that is
really of interest - the ensemble shear estimate.

4.3. Weak Lensing S/N and Photo-z Accuracy: An
Example

We provide here an example calculation (with some
simplifying assumptions), demonstrating that the weak
lensing signal - to - noise ratio is increased due to the im-
proved photo-z accuracy in the overlap area between
Euclid and LSST. Future e↵orts will do more complete
calculations and full joint dark energy forecasts for the
Euclid and LSST combination. We include this calcu-
lation as a preliminary demonstration of the power of
combining these two surveys.
To this end, we consider the signal - to - noise ratio

(S/N) for measuring the shear power spectrum from the
Euclid and LSST data and the cross-correlation spectra
between sources in the common area. For this analy-
sis, we first assume that one is not sharing data among
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Joint pixel processing 

•  Example: forced deblending, photometry could improve 
shear estimates, photo-z 

•  Cost/benefit analysis of  joint pixel processing is being 
carried out by task force led by George Helou 

•  Quantifying benefits can be tricky 

Speakers: Will Dawson, Peter Melchior 
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Coordinated observing and 
joint SN effort 

 
Image credit: 
Scolnic+17b 
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Coordinated observing and 
joint SN effort 

 

From WFIRST-AFTA SDT report 
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Coordinated observing and 
joint SN effort 

 •  LSST will find of  order 105 z<1 supernovae in the 
wide survey, of  order 104 in deep-drilling fields 

•  WFIRST NIR imaging of  active LSST-detected 
SNe: reduced impact of  host galaxy dust 

•  WFIRST optical-NIR integral field spectrograph 
could provide resolved host galaxy spectra for >1000 
supernovae after the SNe are no longer active 
•  More robust cosmology results for that subset of  

supernovae; serves as training sample for photometric 
supernova analysis 

Speakers: Saul Perlmutter, Dan Scolnic 
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Coordinated ground/space 
photo-z calibration 

LSST/WFIRST coordination:  

•  NIR spectra in parallel mode during imaging survey, 
focusing on galaxies for which ground-based 
spectroscopy is challenging 

•  Build a training sample of  order a few x 105 galaxies 

Speakers: Peter Capak, Saul Perlmutter 
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Spectroscopy on Subaru 

Image credit: NAOJ 

PFS (8.2m) for z~1.5 slice

4m-class tel.

Best datasets at z>1… before WFIRST (NASA: 2025-)�

Wide & deep survey of MW dwarf galaxies  
w. Subaru/PFS

nominal	boundary	(rt	~	76’),	but	more	member	
stars	actually	exist	inside/beyond	this	limit.	

Cumula=ve	number	of	observable	stars	
w.	Subaru/PFS

Subaru/PFS	enables	us	to	measure	
a	large	number	of	stellar	spectra	over	
unprecedentedly	wide	outer	areas,	
where	DM	largely	dominates!	
	 Best	for	studying	the	nature	of	DM	

>800	stars	observable

PFS	FOV

Subaru/PFS

Blue	dots:	spectroscopic	targets	
in	previous	work	(Walker+	2009)	

Sculptor

FoV	for	pervious	survey	

Figure 1. A few representations of the PFS strengths. Top left: the product of the mean galaxy space density and the
galaxy clustering amplitude is plotted as a function of redshift and the case for the PFS cosmology program is compared
with WFIRST and DESI.10,11 Top right: the cosmic star formation history12 is illustrated with a wide range of redshifts
that can be accessed in the PFS galaxy & AGN evolution survey exploiting the wide wavelength coverage. Bottom: a
PFS pointing plan around the Sculptor dwarf galaxy13,14 as a part of the Galactic archaeology program is summarized,
showing high e�ciency thanks to the wide field and high multiplicity.

FMOS to reveal a 3D map of ⇠3000 galaxies around z ⇠ 1.4 and a significant detection of Redshift Space
Distortions (RSD).8

Now new instrumentation projects are underway to upgrade the Subaru prime focus and push the cutting edge
science further forward, taking the full advantage of the unique wide field of view. Hyper Suprime-Cam (HSC),9

the successor of Suprime-Cam, is a very wide-field imager with a 1.5-degree diameter field of view “paved” by
116 2K⇥4K CCDs. It has been in science operation since 2014 and a 5-year, 300-night SSP survey program is on-
going. PFS (Prime Focus Spectrograph), as described in this article, is a very wide-field, massively multiplexed,
optical and near-infrared (NIR) spectrometer. The focal plane will be equipped with 2394 reconfigurable fibers
distributed in the 1.3-degree wide hexagonal field of view. The spectrograph has been designed to cover a wide
range of wavelengths simultaneously from 380nm to 1260nm in one exposure. The PFS and HSC instrumentation
projects are under the umbrella of the Subaru Measurement of Images and Redshifts (SuMIRe) project (PI:
H. Murayama) aiming to conduct deep and wide sky surveys exploiting the unique capability of the Subaru
Telescope. It should be emphasized that HSC and PFS enable deep imaging and spectroscopic surveys of the
same region of sky using the same 8.2m telescope, allowing one to have good understandings of various systematics
in the data.

Envisioning a large survey in the SSP framework, the PFS science team has built a preliminary survey plan
and has developed top-level requirements for the instrument.15 The goal is to address key questions in three

Tamura+16 

PFS: larger 
aperture, wider 
wavelength range, 
better site 
 
DESI: wider FOV 
and more fibers 
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Spectroscopy on Subaru 

•  Use of  PFS to get a large, representative spectroscopic 
training sample for LSST photo-z is a large program 
•  See Newman+15 and SSSR session at this workshop 

•  In our session, we’ll discuss smaller PFS programs that 
would 
•  Use LSST imaging for targeting 

•  Get redshifts for a non-representative sample at higher z than 
DESI can achieve, for cross-correlation studies 

•  Effectively leads to larger volume for BAO studies than DESI 
alone 

Speaker: Uros Seljak 
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Low-resolution spectroscopy 
or narrow-band imaging 

•  Goal: improve LSST photo-z 

14 



Low-resolution spectroscopy 
or narrow-band imaging 

•  Goal: improve LSST photo-z 
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Low-resolution spectroscopy 
or narrow-band imaging 

•  Imaging in a different set of  
broad-band filters  
•  Example: DECam (filters 

not quite the same as the 
LSST filters) 

•  Also relevant for LSST 
itself: mixed focal plan with 
CCDs from 2 vendors 
(different effective u-band 
response) 

Speaker: Josh Frieman 

Figure 3: Total throughput for each of the two sensor types. The di↵erence in the shape of the u
band is particularly pronounced.

8

Image credit: LSST project 
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But that is not all – 
oh no, that is not all! 
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Other abstracts submitted 
to this workshop include… 

•  Taipan survey 

•  Strong lensing time 
delays 

•  Including strongly 
lensed supernovae 

Speaker: Khaled Said 

Speakers: Alex Kim, Greg 
Aldering, Tommaso Treu 

Speaker: Danny Goldstein 
Image credit: NASA, ESA, S. Rodney and the FrontierSN team; 
T. Treu, P. Kelly, and the GLASS team; J. Lotz and the Frontier 
Fields team; M. Postman and the CLASH team; Z. Levay 
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Other abstracts submitted 
to this workshop include… 

•  Standard sirens 

 

 

Will be discussed in 
“New observational 
windows” sessions, 
and incorporated into 
final plenary talk on 
this topic. 

Speakers: Marcelle 
Soares-Santos, Jim 
Annis 

Image credit: 
Scolnic+17b 19 



Roadmap to “new observational 
windows” parallels  

•  Tuesday: spec-z, photo-z calibration, cross-survey 
coordination 

•  Wednesday: time-domain studies (mostly) 
•  But a bit of  that will show up on Tuesday, where relevant for 

cross-survey coordination 

•  Session organizers: RM, Dan Scolnic 
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Survey synergies theme 

•  Shows up persistently throughout “New windows” 
session for a variety of  science cases 
•  Higher level of  coordination than has been considered 

in the past 

•  Sounds nice, but there are actually some potentially 
tough tradeoffs to make 
•  Joint analysis vs. loss of  independence? 

•  Observability (e.g., WFIRST DDFs in north vs. south?) 

•  Imaging vs. spec-z synergies: get spec-z for cross-
correlation analysis vs. photo-z training samples? 
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Summary 

•  “New observational windows” sessions will involve a 
variety of  thrusts: 
•  Different ways to enhance DE science with LSST (mostly), 

DESI 

•  Different ways to use facilities: buying time to gain new 
access, coordinating observational strategies, processing 
data jointly instead of  in parallel, … 

•  Keep the creative ideas coming!  
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